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SUMIARY

Background

Civil defense planners require reliable criteria for the estimation

of nuclear weapons air blast damage to a wide variety of urban structures

for use in strike damage analyses, damage limiting studies, shelter cost

effectiveness studies and for other purposes. Such criteria, to be of

maximum use, should be available in numerical probabilistic form.

Currently, available structural damage information is limited to

(1) generalized information, (2) structural damage criteria prepared for

offensive planning purposes, (S) reports of full scale experiments in-

volving exposure of very limited structural types to low yield ueapons,

and (4) laboratory and analytical work relating to specific structural

designs. Because of the very wide variability of strengths of existing

structures and components within a given defined type, the available in-

formation is considered to be severely limited, particularly from a

probabilistic standpoint.

Objective

The objectives cf this work were: (1) to develop a probabilistiz:

system of describing the variability of _ ruetural failure criteria as

functions of nuclear explosion air blast parameters, (2) to construct a

preliminary set of air blast failure criteria distribution functions for

a cross section of urban structural types and components, and (3) to

present failure criteria probabilitv statements, derived from the distri-

bution functions, in a readily usable numerical form for use by civil

defense planners.
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An associated objective -as to dcvelop dei.:,i ions of failUre fcr

building components and complete buildings whivth are meaningful for civil

defense casualty estimation, physical damage '.stimation and recovery

planning.

Failure Variability

Many factors serve to produce a relatively -ide variability in the

fiee field air blast environment at which a given structural type will

collapse or fail. The factors include:

Structural Variability

Apparent identical structures cill exhibit a wide range of resist-

ance to air blast loads due to design differences, differences in mate-

rial strengths, age, quality of workiaanship, previous loading experience,

etc.

Air Blast Loading Variability

Considerable variabilities also exist in the air blast loading

experienced by similar structures located at equal distances from a

nuclear explosion but in different atmospheric, topographical, and urban

environments. The variations of size, shape, and degree of openings

also cause variabilities in londing. The yield of an explosion also

affects loading at given air blast parameter locations.

Failure Definitions

The concept of failure utilized herein is one of "incipient failur.,

or collapse' which signifies that a structure or component has been

loaded just to the point where it will fail or collapse without further

additions of load. Occupants of -he various structures are expected to

undergo substantial translation, to be subject to impact of high-velocity

debris, collapsing structural components and other processes resultinng

in Q high degree ol casualties.
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Probabilistic Concept

In order to develop structural failure criteria in probabilistic

form for the population of a given structural type, it was first neces-

cary tC determine the form of the statistical distribution as a function

of an air blast parameter fo-z the range of structural strengths repre-

sented by the structural type as defined.

Since vp" little empirical evidence is available to support the

determination of forms of distribution by regular statistical methods,

a subjective method was developed. Thii method is analogous to that used

in the Program Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT), where experienced

judgment is used to estimate the most likely, optimistic and pessimistic

- times (or costs, or resources) for accomplishment of tasks for which past

experience is lacking. In the present application, experienced jud_!Ment

is utilized to determine the most likely, highest reasonable, and lowest

reasonable value of the air blast par-meter causing fa-lure, taking into

aceont all of the pertinent variabilities. The three values are used to

develop the approximate form of the distribution as illustrated in

Figure S-1.

The form of distribution developed from the above process Is of the

approximate Beta type which possesses considerable flexibility as regards

skewness, pea!cedness, etc.

Through utilization of the mathematical characteristics of the Beta

I distribution it becomes possible to describe the range of probabilities

of failure as functions of an air blast parameter. T-he main report illus-

trates this process in detail and presents manual and computerized

methods.

Air Blast Parameters

Since some structures (diffraction sensitive) nre primarily sensi-

tive to the overpressure characteristic of the blast wave, scAe (drag

sensitive) to the dynamic pressure, and others to combinations, there

S-3
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can be no one air blast parameter that will serve as a unique measure

for the establisnent of failure criteria.

The concept followed herein is to use peak free field air blast

overpressure as an index measure. l"e -inie x free field peak overpre-

sure is that overpre-ur-,u-e where the defined degree of failure occurs

even though failure may result from dynamic pressure forces or frm c-

binations of cnerpresszre and dynamic pressure ferces.

Air blast parameter charts for a 5 megaton surface burst and for a

5 megaton air burst at 14,500 feet height of burst have been furnis'hed

for ready con-ersion of air blast parameter va.lues to distance frcr the

burst.
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Building Types Considered

it -as necessary to establish a relatively limited set of structural

types Which are rewesentative of all structures of interest to civil

defense planners. The types to be evaluated were developed in coordina-

tion with 0CD staff and include:

TSCR IO

1 Single-story frame residence with or without basement.

2 Single-story masonry, load-bearing wall residence with or withouL
basement.

3 Tue- or three-story frame single residences. row houses, aparteett*,
and motels ~ith or without basements.

4 Two- or three-story masonry, load-bearing-wall single residences,
row houses, apartments, and motels with or without basements.

Mixed one- and two-story =store front" and light commercial masonry,
load-bearing --all buildings.

6 Mixed two- to four-story commercial, residential, and office,
asoe-y, load-bearing wall buildings.

7 Multistory, steel frame apartment buildings, four to -en stories.
Light and heavy wall covering variations.

8 Mul-MItistory, reinforced concrete frame apartment buildings, four to
ten storie.--. Light and heavy ---2l1 covering variations.

9 Multistory, steel fraTe office and institutional buildings, four to
ten stories. Light and heavy wail covering variations.

10 Multistory, reinforced concrete frame office and institutional
'iuildings, four to ten stories. Light and heavy wIl covering

variations.

11 Tall steel frne office buildings, more than ten stories. Light
and neavy vanl covering variaticns.

12 Tall reinforced concrete frame office buildings, core than ten
stories. Light and heavy vl covering variations.

13 (Lke-story masonry, load-bearing- wall school and institutional
buildings.

= 14 Monumental zasonry buildings, two to five stories, ith and with-

out frames.
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TYPE IJESCRIPrION

if15 Masonry, load-bearing wall industrial buildings, one-story.

16 Light steel franc industrial buildings, Vile-story.

17 Heavy steel frame industrial buildings, one-story.

For each -f the building t-3es lited, complete descriptions have

been prepared and are presentefi in the naim report. Definitions of fail-

ure for the components of each type and for the c~sposite structure are

Probability of Failure Estimating Charts

A separate Estiuated Probability of Failure chart was prepared for

each of the building types listed previarsly. The charts permit the

estimating of the probability of failure of a co~mponient or the composite

structure at * given index overpressure value, or conversely, the index

overpressur- value can be determined for a given probabilitY of failure.

A representative chart appears hereafter.
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ABSTRACT

This report is one of a series covering research of a continuing

natu-e in the evaluation of the air blast resistance of existing struc-

tires under sponsorship of the Office of Civil Defense, Department of

the Army.

The objective of the work was to apply probabilistic techniques to

estimates of air blast failure criteria for a cross section of urban

building types and their components, such buildings and components pos-

sessing a wide variability among types and within types.

The problem to be solved is one of describing the strength variability

and the form of its distribution function for the various building types

and their components in the light of almost complete absence of experi-

mental evidence, particularly exposure to high yield weapons.

The approach used 4s based on an analogy of the Program Evaluation

and Review Technique (PERT) method of establishing the frequency distri-

bution of completion times for work elements. In the PERT application,

experienced judgment is used to establish most likely, optimistic, and

pessimistic completion times. An approximate beta distribution function

is defined from these three values from which a range of probabilities

of completion time may be calculated. The application of the technique

to the present problem uses the best available experienced judgment to

establish the most likely, lowest reasonable, and highest reasonable
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failure c"- :a for a given structural type or component. A beta distri-

bution function is constructed from these values, and other probabilities

are calculated therefrom by either manual or computer methods.

Results are presented in graphic form for each of 17 structural types

of iiterest and their components.
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NI ITRODUCTION

Background

Civil defense planners require reliable criteria for the estimation

of nuclear weapons air blast damage to a wide variety of structures ror

use in strike damage analyses, damage limiting studies, shelter cost-

effectiveness studies and numerous other purposes. As the nature of such

studies becomes more and more complex and as they incorporate sophisti-

cated el-ctronic computer processes, it becomes imperative that the

soundest possible damage criteria be available in numerical form.

Structural damage information for civil defense planners is limited

essentially to the following sources, all of which have limitations for

civil defense planning use:

A. Generalized structural damage information as contained in "The

Effects of Nuclear Weapons."i* Structural damage data contained

in this document are limitedt by the types of structures covered,

by the lack of variability information from which numerical

probability-of-damage relationships can be derived, and by the

wea:ness of experimental evidence, particularly from high-yield

weapons.

2. Structural damage criteria prepared for offenzive planning

purposes. Such criteria necessarily tend to provide for a high

probability of damage to ensure attainment of damage objectives.

* Superscripts refer to numbered references contained in Appendix A,

References.

t This is not to say the the "Effects of Nuclear Weapc.ns" is not a use-

ful document. On the contrary, it is an extremely corprehensive and

useful document for general civil defense planning pu.-poses.
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3. Reports of full scale experiments in which a few structural types

were exposed to low-yield explosions.

4. Results of laboratory experiments and analytical work relating

to a limited number of building types and components.

An associated problem is in the area of definition of damage or failu:-e.

offensive planners are generally interested in total destruction of

structural targets to provide assurance against functional use, whereas

civil defense planners are more interested in determining the threshold

of structural failure and the effect on occupants.

The classes of structures of primary interest to civil defense plan-

ners are those associated with people, including structures in which people

live and work. They also include structures in which people are expected

to take shelter under threat of nuclear attack. This latter category re-

lates primarily to the designated shelter structures of the National

Fallout Shelter Survey (.NFSS) . Since the major portion of the population

of the United States is located in urban areas, a cross section of urban

structures ranging from the single family residence of suburbia to the

high-rise commercial and office buildings of central business districts

must be evaluated.

Although most structures are designed in accordance with building

codrs, there remains a wide variability in both static and dynamic

strengths of given structural types and components. The variabilities

result from many factors including load assumptions, design methods, basic

variatilities in the strength of construction materials, workmanship, age

of structures, and other factors.

The development of precise descriptions of the variability of failure

criteria for given structural types and compon 3 would require a sta-

tistical quantity of structures exposed tc actual nuclear blast situations.

Obviously, this situation will not result anti reliance must therefore be

2



placed on the information that is available, no matter how limited,

including:

1. Information from the Nagasaki and Hiroshima events.

2. Data from limited exposure of a few building types and components

in planned nuclear weapon experiments.

3. Laboratory scale experiments.

4. Analytical work.

However, these sources of failure criteria have severe liritations

in application to present problems, for example:

1. The Nagasaki and Hiroshima events involved low yield weapons

against nontypical targets compared with U.S. urban areas.

2. Nuclear test exposures have been limited to a few structural

types, and they have mostly been exposed to low yield e-xplosions.

3. Laboratory scale experiments have been limited to model struc-

ture.,, or at the maximum scale, to structural components.

4. Analytical work has for the most part been limited to determin-

istic solutions for individual structural designs.*

In view c.f the limited experimental and analytical evidence, the

development of probability estimates must rely on a subjective approach

using the judgment of engineers experienced in nuclear air blast damage

experiments and analysis to establish the range of failure criteria and

to develop numerical failure probabilities through use of simplified

statistical techniques.

At the present time, another portion of this program is concerned with

the development of analytical procedures to predict the collapse of

structures from air blast of nuclear weapons.
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Objectives

The objectives of this work are to:

1. Develop a probabilistic system of describing the variability of
structural failure criteria as functions of nuclear explosion

air blast parameters.

2. Construct a preliminary set of air blast failure criteria
distribution functions for a cross section of urban building types

and coponents.

3. Present failure criteria probaility statements derived from such
distribution functions in a rzcvilv usable numerical form for
use by civil defense planners.

In meeting the above objectives, it is necessary to establish defini-

tions of failure that are meaningful in terms of civil defense casualty

estimation, physical damage estimation, and recovery planning. Also, it

is necessary to establish a relatively limited set of structural tp.s

that will be representative of all structures of interest to civil defense

planners.

A limiting objective, or constraint, is that the above objectives

are to be met with available information and without resort to additional

analytical or experimental structural failure analysis. As a result, the

criteria presented must be considered .o be of a preliminary nature, sub-

ject to refinement on further study.

Scope of Work

The research work performed under this project consisted of the

following substantive items:

1. Identification, selection, and description of a cross section
of urban building types of interest to civil defense planers

and investigators.
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2. Review of the air blast structural damage literature and -ssenbly

of failure criteria inforation as a function of air blast paran-

e ttrs.

Z: Review of practical statistical methods and develop-ment of a

uethod for describing the variability -and distribution functions

of air biast failure criteria for structural connonents and

systens.

4- Development of a System of numerical presentaticn of probabilis-

tic estimates of -ailure criteria for selected structures and
cosponents.

5. Establishment of juddgents of the range and of-t likely values

of air blast failure critcria and, tased on these judgments,

development of failure criteria distribution functions.

6. Presentation. of data for each building type and coponent in the

for-at developed under 4 above.

7 Preparation and presentat ion, in readily usable form, of a set

of air blast parameter data as a function of ground distance to

ser;e as a basis for conversion of dange criteria fr an air

blast para--eter base zo a distance base.

Method of Approach

Structural types to be included in the analysis were selected after

discussions with OCD staff and a review of a cross section of the NFSS

list and other urban structural types. An atteit was made to include

a general cross section of all urban types with the highest degree of

association with people.

Str-ctural danage criteria were developed for each structural type

and co=cnent through a syste- including the follcrwing steps:

1. Review of the literature pertaining to the structure or co.o-

nent of interest..

Representative sources are indicated by references 6 through 18 in

Append 4x A.
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2. Development of preliminry values of failure criteria and

variability.

3. Review of preliminary values by associated engineers possessing

comprehensive and extensive experience in nuclear air blast

structura analysis and full scale structural test design and
evaluation.

4. Adoption of revorted values through discussions among authors
and reviewers.

A concept entitled -Index Free Field Overpressu-re"- was used to pre-

sent the air blast variable in a uniform n-aner in cases "here drag

loading was either contributing or doninant.

The syste- describing variability and probability of failure criteria

was based on approxinate methods used in the Progra2 Evaluation and Re-

view Techniaue (PERT2 A more rigorzous procedure was developed to

describe the beta distribuation function characteristics to account for

unbalanced (skewed' distributions. Both nual and cmputer analytical

syst ens were developed and presented.

A si lified. uniforn system of graphical presentation of probability

of failure criteria was developed to include najor building corponents

and a composite type for each struicture.

Descriptioxns of each building type, 4ts variations, and ts co=o-

nents were developed and presented for the raidar=e of users-

-he -ost up-to-date air blast paraneter data were obtained, and a

graphic syste= that is easy to use was developed for presentation. Data

,- presented for a 5-Mt surface burst and a S-Mt air burst at 14,500

>eurst.
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II FAILURE VARIABILITY -ASPi FAILURE DEFINITIONS

In troduct ion

Apparent identical structures will exibit a side range of resistance

to both static and dynamic loading. This range of variability results

f rany factors including variability in the strength of component

aterials, the quality of -or. anship, small differences in design,

foundation differeuces, and previous loading_ experience. Age. design

loads and criteria, and alteration history also produce widely ranging

variables for populations of given structural types.

In te case of loading resulting from nuclear air blast, an addi-

tional set of variables is present. This set includes the yield of the

explosion, the orientation of the structure to the direction of the Llast

-ave, topography, proximity to other structures, and the nat-re of the

structure itself.

In combination, the foregoing sets of variables produce a situation

in shich a given structural type or com.onent sill exhibit a considerable

range of lailure criteria as related to air blast parameters.

= Structural Variability

Basic structural r-aterials possess inherent variability in strength

as variouly defined (el3stic linit, yield point, rupture). Metallic

materials such as structural steel are generally relatively narrow in

variability, with concretc, wood, and masonry exhibiting considerably

rider strength characteristics.
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The basic variability of strength of structural materials is further

affected bv the variability resulting fron the construction process.

Potential strengths are strongly affected by the degree of attention

paid to prop" construction practices. Typical practices adversely

affecting the strength of construction materials include:

1. Excess water in concrete.

2. Failure to consolidate concrete properly.

3. Failure to cure concrete properly.

4- Use of poorer quality timber than specified.

5. Failure to nail timber me-bers properly.

6. Gross reduction of timber sections b the electrical and

mechanical trades.

7- Lack of proper penetration in -eiding structura. steel members-

8. Lack of propc- steel placement in reinforced concrete.

Failures of structures from conventional loads are not cc--, however,

since design methods include a sufficient factor of safety to offset the

variabilities of basic materials and the construction process. On the

other hand, the population of a given structural type could exhibit a wide

range of failure criteria if loaded to the ultimate by conventional m-ethods.

An additional set of variables results from the design process. Dif-

ferent designers use different mthods resulting in selections of differ-ent

structural systems. The behavior of bolted or riveted joints will be

different from that ol welded joints. Different static load assumptions

will produce different structural member sizes. A considerable amount of

design is based on readily available stock zaterials, thus a stock member

that is b-arely adequate in one cace ny b- substantially stronger than

necessary in. another.
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Building codes also have a strong influence on design and loading,

and allowable stress criteria vary widely among various codes. In some

areas, special loading conditions (e.g., lateral loading from earthquakes

and hurricanes) are specified in building codes. This results in stronger

buildings than those elsewhere.

Air Blast Loading Variability

The variabilities included in air blast lo-rding are of three general

types: (I) those associated with basic air blast phenomena; (2) those

resulting from the structural environment; and (3) those caused by the

size, shape, and configuration of the structure.

Air Blast Variabilities

For an explosion of the giver yield, many factors affect the value

of an air blast parameter observed at a given distance. Together these

factors can result in a rather wide variability. They include:

1. Meteorological conditions.

2. Ground s.trface conditions

3. Topography.

4. Height of explosion above ground.

Structure Environment Variabilities

The irimediate environnent of a structure has a definite effect on

the air blast. Variabilities may be caused by:

1. Other structures in close proximity.

2. Topographic features in the vicinity.



Structure Configuration Variabilities

The structural loading resulting from a given air blast wave depends

strongly on the characteristics of the structure itself and its configura-

tions. Variabilities result from:

1. Orientation of the structure to the direction of the blast wave.

2. Variations in openings (doors and windows).

3. Strength of wall coverings (strong wall coverings will translate

heavier loadings to frame members).

4. Interior contents.

Yield Considerations

The yield of the explosion influences the relationship between the

value of peak overpressure/peak dynamic pressure and the duration of the

blast wave. The higher the yield the longer the duration for a given

value of peak ovepressure or peak dynamic pressure. This factor is of

considerable importance in the failure criteria ef certain structures

that are termed "drag sensitive" (i.e., affected by the drag or dynamic

pressure feature of the blast wave).

Summary of Variability Considerations

The foregoing discussion of the several sets of variabilities may

be summarized as being a situation of a highly variable blast wave pro-

ducing highly variable loading on a structure with highly variable

strength. The situation requires a probabilistic approach to air blast

structural vunerability programs such as that presented herein.

12



Failure Definitions

As stated in the introduction, different definitions of structural

failure are used by different investigators depending on their interests.

The concept of failure used herein for both structural components and

composite structures is related to civil defense problems of injury and

death and to the problems of reconstruction. The concept of "incipient

failure or collapse" is used which means that a structure or component

has been loaded .just to the point where it will fail or collapse without

further additions of load. Occupants of the structures are expected to

undergo substantial translation and to be subject to impact of high

velocity debris, collapsing structural components, and other processes

resulting in a high degree of casualties.

The concept also implies that a structure that has "failed" is

damaged to the point where repair is either impossible or grossly un-

economical. In another view, reconstruction, if attempted, would be

essentially on a "brick-by-brick" basis.

This concept is also reflected in the definitions of failure con-

tained in the narrative material for each building type.

13



Hl1 PROBABILISTIC BASIS OF ESTIMATES

Introduction

Although there are large uncertainties and variables, civil defense

planners must be provided with the most accurate failure criteria pre-

diction method available. To be of value, this information should also

be presented in probability distribution form as a function of some air

blast parameter. These circumstances require that the most experienced

judgment be used, taking into account the analytical and empirical data

available.

The situation is similar to that facing managers of complex new

enterprises who must make predictions as to activity duration (or costs

or required efforts) and to determine the probability of achieving those

predictions. Under PERT,2 most likely, optimistic, and pessimistic times

(or costs or efforts) are established by judgment based on experience.

Ordinarily, the most likely value is considered to be the mode, and the

optimistic and -oe.ssimistic vali!es are assumed to have probabilities of

M and 995, respectively. It is necessary to a~sure. a probability dis-

tribution function since no information eyists as to the actual form of

the function. The three time (or cost or effort) values (most likely,

optimistic, and pessimistic) are used to establish the approximate form

of the distribution function and from this, other approximate parameters

kmean, standard deviation, and variance) can be calculated.

The probability distribution function that results in the PERT situ-

ation is of an approximate beta form. The features of this distribution

as it applies to the PERT process are illustrated in Figure 1.
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SA-6300-109

FIGURE 1 PERT PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION

In the PERT process, other probability values 'in addition to the 1-,

median, and 9W- are calculated under tte assumption that the distribu-

tion is normal. In the case of structural failure, it is known that dis-

tributions are more likely to be skewed mean to the right or left of the

model, and the assumption of a normcl distribution for calculation of

other probability values is not realistic. Also. with the normal distri-

bution. low and high probabilities approach infinity, whereas the beta

distribution possesses discrete end points related more to the structural

failure situation. It is therefore advantageous to apply the character-

istics of the beta distribution to the present problem.

In applying the PEhT-beta distribution analogy to the present

problem of failure criteria predictior,, the fundamental features of the

former system can be retained with some change in noF.enclature and nota-

tion. These changes include:
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1. The Most Likely Time becomes the Most Likely Value !Ym, for

incipient failure based on judgment and analytical and experi-

mental evidence.

2. The Optimistic Time becomes the Lowest Reasonable Value (y )
for incipient failure.

3. The Pessimistic Time becomes the HiLnest Reasonable Value (y c

for incipient failure.

In the prcbability of failure case, it is more useful to establish

values corresponding to probabilities of failure of 10x (y 0 and 90%

%Y9 0 " for the lowest and highest reasonable values rather than the usual

1c and 99% used in the PERT process, since the latter values are more

difficult to establish in the absence of empirical evidence.

The distribution function as it appli s to the probability of

failure case will then appear as shown in Figure 2.

I LOWEST REASONABLE VALUE (10% Probab-lityl

I.MOST LIKELY VALUE

- MEAN VALUE (50-, Probability)

HIGHEST REASONABLE VALUE

PROBABILITY | (90% Probabilzy)
I I
I I

I i

I -

'a Y 10 ym ye Y90 Y,

AIR BLAST PARAMETER -

y _ *t 4 vm y e 3
APPROXIMATE EXPECTED MEAN VALUE - Ye - (3)

6

APPROX!MATE STANDARD DEVIATION = o -C (4)
ve 6

SA-W300-1 10

Not us in the froI-ing aniaysis

FIGURE 2 DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION FOR FAILURE CRITERIA
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Development of Beta Distribution Function PP-rameters

Although the approximate beta distribution function analysis is a

useful tool, it possesses some limitations and a more rigorous system is

desirable. Such a system is developed in the paragraphs below.

The approximate beta distribution process discussed earlier does

not consider discrete end points and thus differs from a true beta func-

tion, which pssesses such points. In the discussion that follows, ya

and y refer co the 05 and the 1-00 end points. and y and y refer to
c 10 90

the probabilities at the lowest and highest reasonable failure criteria

values, respectively.

The beta distribution is generally defined in the range 0 to 1.

However, it can be generalized to the range y to y by normalizing the
a c

variable y to

y -y a
o y -yc a

The beta distribution on the range y to y is now given by the density
a C

function

~ 
y -

-
-

f'y
0 Q( .

cl° a) c a

or

f'v ) =(v y )r-l t-r-1
o y t-2" a c

c a
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where B (known as the beta function) is given by

r(r)r(t - r)
= rit) , where i is the ga.aa function (7a)

If t and r are integers, this reduces to

I (~~r -1!t-r-1!

(7b)
(t - 1)!

As can be seen, four parameters are required to define the beta

function-lower and upper end points ya and y cand shape parameters r

and t. Three of these parameters can be derived from the vlues of ylO0

Y 9 and y . However, this still leaves the value of the fourth parameter
go, m

undefined. One approach to this problem, and the one used herein, is to

select the value of the fourth parameter arbitrarily. For this study,

the value of t was selected by judgment as

t = 8 . 8)

The value of the parameter t essentially controls the concentration

of the beta distribution about the mode, i.e., the higher the value of t,

the more concentrated, or neaked, the distribution becomes. The selected

value of t = 8 represents a moderate concentration of the distribution

about the mode.

Values of the ratios _y y - I determined from standard

tables of the beta distribution funcLion are plotted in Figure 3 for

t = 8 and values of r from 1.5 to 6.5. This figure can be used to find

the value of the parameter r oy entering the chart at the bottom with the

value of the 'v - V )/(y - Yl ) and reading the corresponding value
~lo 90 l10-

of r along the side.
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i L "he node for this beta distribution is given byI
Mode + -- '-c -y - (9)

The value of y - y can be expressed in terms of the knotn pare-

eters y10 and y90 by means of the following approximate relationships, the

first of which is analogous to Equation (21. used in the PERT procedure,

Y- Ya -= 6 y "10)

y -y - (11
so 10

Thus,

Yc - = 2"33Y90 -Y 0 ) - (12'

Substituting this expression, along with t = 8, into Equation (9 and

solving for y yields
a

Y = y -O0388,r - 111v -v 1 -13)

90 10'

The val-ie of Yc , although not required for this analysis, can now be

determined from Equation (12).

Values of the cun-ulative probability distribution, in ter-s of the

standardized variable x, are given in Figure 4 for the beta function with

values of t = 8 and 1-5 . r 6.5. These value-, were derived frcn standard

21
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0 20 30 tO S

FIGURE 4 CUMULATIVE !)'--RIStJTONl FUN-CTION VALUES FOR A
BETA DISTRIBUTION FUNTN0% WITH: 8
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tables of the beta distribntion. These tables are expressed in ters of

the variable x, where 0 S x ! 1. Transformation of the variable y(ya s

y y is accomplished by the following relationship

IC
Y a + (e-y~ -a (14,)

2 a c a

Substituting Equation (12a), ihis can be rewritten as

y= y 2.33(y - y %x (151
a '90 10

Method of Application

In applying the foregoing concepts to the develop2ent of failure

probability estimates, the following steps are taken:

I. The most likely value of the incipient failure blast param-

eter v- is established by judgment and a review of experimental
and analytical evidence.

2. The values corresponding to the 10% y10  and 9M y 00  prob-
abilities of failure are cLosen by the same means.

3. The ratio (Y - YlQ1iY( - no) ,s calculated, and the correspond-

ing value of r is determ ined from Figure 3.

4. The va!ue of y is calculated from Euation "13).

5. The 505 probability of failure 'y 5 0 - is determined from Fig-
ure 4 a1n Equation 1T5;.

Tables of the beta distribution n=v be found in:

J. R. Benjanin rd M- F. Nelson, Tables of the Standardized Beta

Distribution, Stanford University Department of Civil Engineering,

Report No. 59. Jzntary 1 9 6 6
- and

Sarl Pearson. Tables of the incomplete Beta-F--nction, Bionetrika
Office, L-on-don, 1934.;
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Additional probability of failure values can be determined in the sane

manner as indicated in step 5.

ThMe above procedure is illustrated by the ex-mple below.

The failure of a structure s-bjected to a blast is predicted to

occur at the following peak overpressures:

1. Failure is estinated as most likely to occur at 4.0 psi, thus

Yn = 4.0 most likely value).

2. Failure is estimated to occur in 1 out of 10 cases at 2.5 psi,

zlus YlO = 2.5 (lowest reasonable value). Similarly, in I out

of 10 cases, the structure is estimated to be able to withstand

an overpressure of 6.5 psi, thus yg0 = 6.5 !highest reasonable

value).

3.~ Y-Y /(Y - Yl% = :4.0 - 2-5 /(6.5 - 2.5) = 0375

From Figure 3, r = 2.94.

4. Fron Equation (13)

y = 4.0 - 0.388!2.94 - 1.00)(6.5 - 2.5' 0.99.
a

5- Frc- Figure 4, xSO = 0.357

= 0.99 2.33(6.5 - 2.5x)(0357) = 4.32.

6. Other probability values are calculated in the sane =anner as

in step 5 with the following results.

v =1.0 v = 4.8

Y9 =3-0 v = 5.8
20 -s0

v =3.9 v =6.510-

y = 4.3
11

Y204



The above values are plotted in the example cuulative distribution

function shown in rigure 5. The example probability of failure data

ploted in the linear graphic orn usea for presentation in this report

appear in Figure 3.

so i i I ____I I-. I

I-I

< = I '
-3=- - I -

0 

j
0 1 2 - A 5 6 7 8 9 10

i.%"L-X FREE FIELD OVERIMIRE - -ms

FIGURE 5 EXAMWLE CUMULATIVE PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION FUNiCTiON

0 10 M 3D 50 W -"OSA NAY

1 iiIi!Oi iI FAILURE

!0EAREEz FIELD OVERPRESRE 11

SA 63ao:'

FIGURE 6 LI.NEAR FORM OF 0 ROSaABILITY Or FAILURE CRITERItA
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Extension of the Method

The Bayesian Approach

The probabilistic basis described earlier is closely associated in

an elementary way with an applied statistical philosophy introduced by

Thomas Bayes and known as the Bayesian Theory. The Bayesian approach

combines subjective and objective elements of statistical analysis. The

approach is to incorporate empirically observed data into a previously

developed (prior) distribution to achieve a new (posterior) distribution.

In the Bayesian approach the prior distribution may be based on

previous empirical da;a or may be developed by judgment from related

processes. The distribution is then altered in the light of future

observations.

In the present case, the prior distribution is based largely on

judgment and could therefore be classed as the initial step of a Bayesian

approach. As future failure data become available, the distributions

developed herein may be refined.

The mathematics of the Bayesian Theory are beyond the scope of the

present study but may be found in several advanced statistical -.oxts,

such as Reference 5.

Computer Applications

Electronic computer processes are easily applied to the approach

discussed. Inputs would inciude the ylO -0 and y values, a value of

t, and elements of beta function tables in either tabular or algorithmic

form. The output would consist of tabular or graphic presentations of

the failure criteria values for designated probability steps. An example

of such an jpplication is given in Appendix B, which uses the same initial

values as in the previous example.
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Other Shape Characteristics

The beta process developed herein uses only one value of the shape

parameter t relating to the "peakedness" of the distribution. The

value of 8 was chosen as representative of average structural situations.

The range of structural situations would no doubt require the introduc-

tion of other values.
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IV AIR BLAST PHENOMENA DATA

Introduction

An earlier section discussed the yield-dependent phenomena (blast

wave duration) that contribute to the overall variability in structural

vulnerability problems. The presentation of failure criteria for a wide

range of yields is beyond the scope of this study; lurthermore, they

would not be useful to civil defense planners. The civil dr.fense problem

is generally oriented to urban areas where large yield strikes wou-d be

expected. The yield, however, should be large enough to cause sufficient

blast durations to fully influence structures with long period fundamental

modes of vibration; these are generally tall framed buildings. Yields

of the order of 5 Mt are sufficient to accomplish this and are the basis

of the estimates given here. The 5-Mt yield is also sufficiently repre-

sentative of a range of yields from I to 10 Mt as related to blast wave

duration.

Index Free Field Peak Overpressure

Since some structures (diffraction sensitive) are primarily sensi-

tive to the overpressure characteristic of the blast wave, some (drag

sensitive) to the dynamic pressure, and others (most) to combinations,

there can be no one air blast parameter that will serve as a unique mea-

sure for the establishment of failure criteria.

The concept followed here is to use peak free field air blast over-

pressure as an index measure. The index free field peak overpressure is

that overpressure where the defined degree of failure occurs even though
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failure results primarily from dynamic pressure or from combinations of

overpressure and dynamic pressure.

Air Blast Parameter Data

The failure criteria presented herein use index free field peak

overpressure values as indicators of probability - failure for various

structural types and their components. Civil defense planners will fre-

quenzly require the measure to be stated in terms of distance from a given

explosion. For this reason, charts of all required air blast parameters

as functions of distance for both a 5-Mt surface burst and a 5-Mt air

burst at 14,000 feet HOB have been prepared and are presented inAppendix C.

Data from the charts can be "scaled" to other yields through the use of

procedures outlined in Reference 1.
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V PROBABILITY OF FAILURE ESTIMATES

Introduction and Use

The probability of failure estimates presented hereafter in chart

form have been developed by the methods described in the preceding sec-

tions. Each chart (which applies to one building type) is preceded by a

narrative description of the building type and definitions of failure.

Failure definitions are supplied for components as well as for the com-

posite structure.

The information supplied on the charts permits estimation of the

probability of failure at various index free field overpressure values

for each structural component (e.g., window glass) separately and for

a composite structure including all components.

The charts may be used in two ways:

1. The probability of failure of a compone..t or the composite
structure at a given index overpressure value may be read by

projecting a vertica) line from the overpressure value upwards
until it intersects the probability bar for the desired com-

ponent. The point of the intersection represents the estimated

probability of failure of all structures in the population of

that overpressure. For example, from the chart of Building

Type 1, 90% of all windows in the buildings of this type would

be expected to fail at 0.6 psi index free field overpressure,

while 10% would not.

2. The index free field overpressure value for a given probability

of failure can be determined by reversing the above procedure.

For example, 50% of the composite of all Type 1 structures would

be expected to fail at 2.2 psi while 50% would not reach the

state of failure as defined.
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Building Types

The page locations of building descriptions, failure definitions,

and estimated probability of failure charts for each building type are

listed below.

Page

Type Description Number

1 Single story frame residence with or without basement. 35

2 Single story masonry, load-bearing wall residence with

or without basement. 39

3 Two- or three-story frame single residences, row houses,

apartments, and motels with or without basements. 43

Two- or three-story masonry, load-bearing wall single resi-

dences, row houses, apartments, and mote]s with or without

basements. 47

5 Mixed one- and two-story "store front" and light commer-

cial masonry, load-bearing wall buildings. 51

6 Mixed two- to iour-story commercial, residential, ard

office, masonry load-bearing wall buildings. 55

7 Multistory, steel frame apartment buildings, four to ten

stories. Light and heavy wall covering variations. 59

8 Multistory, reinforced concrete frame apartment buildings.

four to ten stories. Light and heavy wall covering varia-

tions. 63

9 Multistory, steel frame office and institutional buildings,

four to ten stories. Light and heavy wall covering varia-

tions. 67

10 Multistory, reinforced concrete frame office and institu-

tional buildings, four to ten stories. Light and heavy

wall covering variations. 71
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V

Page

Type Description Number

11 Tall steel frame office buildings, more than ten stories.

Light and heavy wall covering variations. 75

12 Tall reinforced concrete frame office buildings, more than

ten stories. Light and heavy wall covering variations. 79

13 One-story masonry, load-bearing wall school and institu-

tional buildings. 83

14 Monumental masonry buildings, two to five stories, with

and without frames. 87

15 Masonry, load-'iearing wall industrial buildings, one

story. 91

16 Light steel frame industrial-type buildings, one story. 95

17 Heavy steel frame industrial-type buildings, one story. 99
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Ii
TYPE 1

Building Description and Failure Definitions

Building T-'

Single-story, wcod-frare residence with or without basement.

General Description and Variations

This building type includes all one-story, sigle-family or duplex resi-

dences with or without basements constructed with wood stud walls, wood ioist

floors and ceilings, and wood rafter roofs. Various types of post and beam and

panel construction are included.

Structural, space, and wall opening configurations are considered to be in

general accord with municipal building codes.

Variations in size range from 1.000 to 2,0O0 square feet. or fro= tao to

five bedrooms.

Exterior wall coverings include zood, composition, stucco or metal siding

tver insulation board, and brick or stone veneer over insulation board.

Roof variations include different slopes and shapes of peaked roofs with

wood or composition shingles and flat roofs of asphalt and felt built-up con-

struction with gravel topping.

Interior walls are primarily wood stud uith gypsu= board or pla!;ter cover-

ings.

Foundation variations include slab-on-grade. looting and foundation wall

with crawl space and partial or full basements.

This type also includes one and one-half story and split-level residences

and different types of prefabricated designs.

The large bulk of single-family wood irame residences built since World

War &I fall in this category, as do many residences built earlier.

Because hurricane-reinforced renidences ar mo-_ res.-stant than those e-

scribed herc, they are not in':luded in this category; however, :usey are not too

prevalent.

Failure Definitions

Doors and Windoas

Window Class--cracked, holed, or shattered.

Doors--bloan off hinges or panels shattered.

Windou and door frames--split, shattered, or substantially removed fro--

walls.
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Exterior Walls

Face ex-posure-fotdation anchorage sheared and wall displaced or collapsed;

75% of siding removed.

Side exposure-sane as for face exposure. Front tall failure will contrib-
ute to failurt of side walls.

Rear exposure-same as for face and side walls.

Interior Partitions

50f. or more covering removed from najority of talls.

Roof

755 or nore of raiters failed for peaked roofs, and sane for joists e.f

flat roofs; gross displacement of roof system.

Floor over basement

755 or nore ef floor joists faileu; collapse of floor systen n unting to

one half of ba,-eent heiitt.

-Miscellaneous

Chinnevs-bloAn over: =ajor shear and displacezent.
Open carport roof--collapse or major displacement.

Conposi te Structure

The conposite structure is defined as the a-e-ra ge structure aong the

various types of residences included in the general description, taking into

account variances in are, orientation, and environent. Failure xs defined as

danage that precludes use for residential purposes wit-out major rec onstruction.

Salt-age and reconstruction aould -be on a board-br-board basis and gould probably

not be eco-o ical in ordinary ti=es but might be necessary because of a lack oz

net materials in the recovery period. Failure includes any one r canbinations

of the following:

1. Roof collapse or gross displacement.

2. Collanse of walls.

3. 75% or nrore of sading z vn
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TTE 2

Building Description and Failure Definitions

Building Type

Single-story --asonry. load-bewaring ill residence with or -ithout basement.-

Ceneral Description and rariation-

.nis building type includes all one-story, single-fanily or duplex resi-

dences with or without base ents constructed with brick, stone, concrete block,

or combination walls. The =asonry wall supports all vc-tical loads withou--t th

assistance of studs or other franir-.

Structur-l, space, and wail ope-ing configurations are considered to be in

general accord with m--.,nicipal building codes.

IVariations in size range firo 1.000 to 2,000 square feet, or fron two to

fire bedroons.

Exterior wall variations include: (1) solid brick: (2) brick cavity wall:

(3) brick facing on concrete block, with or wt tcavity: " stone lacing on
br-ck or concrete block: and (S" solid stone

Roof variations iaclade different slopes and- s2pes of peaked rcofs with

iood. coaposition, slate, or tile coverings -nd fl-t roofs of asphalt and felt

built-up construction with i-arel lopping.

Interior walls -r be either stud frame with gypsu= bc-rd or plaster cover-

iug or -sonry with plaster covering. The inside finish of exterior walls --y
be either directly plastered or furred with gypsu= board.

Fiindation variations inclde slab-o=-grade, footing azi foundation all
wi th crawl space -nd partial or full baseners..

Floor and ceiling -Moist av. - "re usually of nor=l wood- cr.nstruction-

.ni - ty-pe also includcs-; one-a one-half story and 5plit level designs.

,'e large bulk of single fanilr_ =sonry. load-bearing wall residences built
since World 'ar Ii Ti! in this category as well as -anv residences built earler.

- is type do's not include reinforced brick or reinforced concrete block

residences, which are zenerally wore resistant.

Failure Definitions

i Dors and Vi.dox-os

Window glass--cracked, holed, or shattered.

Doon--bloin off hinges nr- paels shattered.
Window and door franrs--split, Shattered, or substantially re cted froa

w;lls.
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Exterior Walls

Face exposure--wall shattered or at least 71.1 co'lapsed.

Side exposure-sa-e as for face exposure; f oat wall failure wil con-

tribute to failure of side walls.

Rear exTov.Lre--sae as for face and side w; :ls.

Interior Partitions

WO or =ore covering re=oved for najority ,f -- lls.

Roof

75Ki or more of rafters failed for peaked roofs and sa-ne for joists of

flat roofs; gross displacenent of roof syste..

Floor over Basenent

75r. or more of floor joists failed: collapse of floor syste-- anounting

to one-hal f of basement height.

Miscellaneous

Chinneys--blo. over; -ajor shear and displacen-n-t.

Open carport roof--collapse or =ajor displacement.

Coposite Structure

The co=posite structure is defined as the average structure qn-ng the vari-

ous types of residences included in the general description, taking into account

variances in age, orientation, and envi-onnent. Failure is defined as dacage

precluding use for residential purposes without =a--or recon-struction. Salvage

and reconstruction --ould be on a brick-by-brick basis and M.uld probably not be

econonical in ordi--rr ti-s-- but =ight be nece-scarr because of a lack of new

=aterials in the recovery period. Failure includes either one or a ctnubination

of the following:

1. Roof collapse or gross displacement.

2. Collapse of --lls.
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Building Description ard Failure Detinitions

Building Type

Two- or three-story wood f-air single residences, row houses, apartirmets.
and ntels, with or without basements.

General Description and Variations

This building type includes all two- or three-story residential structure.-,

with or without basezents, constructed wih woAd stud ratlIs, wood joist floors

and ceilings, and wood rafter or wood truss roof franing. The framing system

ray be either balioon" or "platfor: or any variation.

Structural, sp2ce, and wall opening configurations are considered to be In
general accord with -mzsicipal building codes.

Size variations range up to 3,000 square feet for single residences and

from 800 to 1,500 square feet in =ultiple residences.

Exterior -all covering variations include wood, composition, stucco or netal
siding o-er insulation board, and brick or stone veneer over insulation boar--

Roof variatiOns include different slopes and shapes of pe3aked roofs i-

wood or c-osition shingles and flat roofs of asphalt and felt built-up cm-

struclio. with r-ravel topping.

Interior sails ar prinrily wood stud -- th -yps-m board or plaster coreri--g.

Foundation variations include slab-on-grade. looting and foundation nil

with craw! space '- partial or full basmn-s. Where the basenent is usec for

parki c, the first floor -ill be of reinforced concrete.

This ty.e of b-uilding includes cplexes, row houses,- and 'gardeen

apartnants.-

Hurricane reinlfored resldt-nces are =ore resistant and amre nt included in

this category.

Failure Definitions

Dfoors And

Window lss-crckd, holed, or stat berd.

Doors-blo- off hinges or panels sh3zerci.

rindow a-' d or I-razis-split, shttered, or substantially renoved fr--=
walls.

Exterior V!Ils

Face ex-osure--'- -; ion ancorare sm-eared nd n_!-s displaced- or col-

lao-sed; 1;5 of' renoved.

Si-de ezpnsu-rff' -- -ne s for face exposure.nn va-il failure will con-
tribute to failure of side walls.

Rear exp*msur-sa=e as for face an-d side -lls.
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Interior Partitions

50'~ or more covering removed for majorit% of walls.

Roof

75'7 or more of rafters failed for peaked roofs and same for Joists of flat
roofs; gross displacement of roof system.

Floors

Upper floors--failure .eneraily delpends onl iial1 failure. If two %kalls col-
lapse tile floors widll drop.
Floor over basement--75' or more cf floor joists failed or collapse of floor
system amounting to one-half of basement height for thood joist floors. For
reinforced concrete floor, failure is defined ats any deflection amoun'.ing
to l/2O of longest span.

Mliscel laneous

Chjmneys--blo~n over; nnajor shear or displacement.

Compsition Structure

file composite structure is defined as thle averagv structure am-ong thle
various types of bum ldings included in tile general dlescript ion, taking into

account variance., in age, orientaltion, and environment . Failure is defined as
damage preclu~ding use for residentijal purposes without imaj)or reconstruction.
Sal vage and reconstruct ion aould he onl a board-bv-Iboard basis and -.ou 1( probabl :'

not ble economical in ordinary timcs hut migh be. necessary because of a1 lack of
ne%% ma terialis in thle recovery period. Failure inc i uues .1n1 one or Comlbinat1ions
of thle fol lo, ing:

1. Roof co II pse or gross d 5jpiacement.

". Collapse of ~ls

3.) 7- or more of s idi ng remiovedl

41 . Gross deflect ion from thle vertical.
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'PE 4

Building Description and Failure Definitions

Building Type.

Two- or three-story masonry load-bearing wall single residences, row houses,

apartments, and motels, with or without basement.

General Description and Variations

This building type includes all two- or three-story residential structures
with or without basement, constructed of brick, stone, concrete block, or combina-
tion walls. The masonry wall supports all vertical loads without the assistance

of wood, steel, or concrete framing.

Structural space and wall opening configurations are considered to be in

general accord with municipal building codes.

Size variations range up to 3,000 square feet for single residences and from
800 to 1,500 square feet in multiples.

Exterior wall variations include: (I) solid brick; (2) brick cavity wall;

(3) brick facing on concrete block, with or without cavity; (4) stone facing on
brick or concrete block; ani (5) solid stone.

Roof variations include different slopes and shapes of peaked roofs with wood

or composition shingles and clay tile or slate and flat roofs of asphalt and felt
built-up construction with gravel topping.

Interior walls may be either stud frame with gypsum board or plaster covering

or masonry with plaster covering. The inside finish of exterior walls may be
either directly plastered or furred with gypsum board.

Foundation variations include slab-on-grade, footing and foundation wall

with crawl space and partial or full basements. Where the basement is used for

parking, the first floor will be of reinforced concrete.

This type of building includes "duplexes," "row houses," and "garden apart-
ments." It also includes some older four-story structures not now generally per-
mitted by building codes.

It does not include reinforced brick cr reinforced concrete block structures,
which are generally more resistant.

Failure Definitions

Doors and Windows

Window glass--cracked, holed, or shattered.
Doors--blown off hinges or panels shattered.

Windows and door frames--split, shattered, or substantially removed fro= walls.
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Exterior Walls

Face exposure--wall shattered or at least 75% collapsed.

Side exposure--same as for face exposure. Front wall failure will contribute

to failure of side walls.

Rear exposure--same as for face and side walls.

Interior Partitions

5M, or more covering removed for majority of walls.

Roof

75% or more of rafters failed for peaked roofs ar same for joists of flat

roofs; gross displacement of roof system.

Floors

Upper floors--failure generally depends on wall failure, If the walls col-

lapse the floors will drop.

Floor over Basement

75% or more of floor joists failed or collapse of floor system amounting to

one-half of basement height for wood joist floors. For reinforced concrete

floor, failure is defined as any deflection amounting to 1/20 of longest span.

Miscellaneous

Chimneys--blown over; major shear or displacement.

Composite Structure

The composite structure is defined as the average structure among the various

types of buildings included in the general description, taking into account vari-

ances in age, orientation, and environment. Failure is defined as damage preclud-

ing use for residential purposes without major reconstruction. Salvage and

reconstruction would be on a brick-bv-brink basis and would probably not be econom-

ical in ordinary times but might be necessary because of a lack of new matelials

in the recovery period. Failure includes either one or a combination of the
following:

1. Roof collapse or gross displacement.

2. Collapse of walls.
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TYPE 5

Builaing Description and Failure Definitions

Building Ty.pe

Mix.'d one- and two-story "store front" and light commercial masonry, load-

bearing wall buildings.

General Description and Variations

This building type includes the large variety of small to mediur structures

found in light "strip" and neighbor-hood retail and commercial districts. Typical

locations are in the urban fringe, suburban areas, "strips" along major highways,

and smaller towns.

The type is characterized by rather narrow frontages, more or less continuous

s'.ructures with occasional service alleys, cotmon walls in some cases, flat roofs,

and decorative "store fronts," usually with a large glass area. A typical size

would be 40-foot frontage by 80-foot depth with 12- to 15-foot ceiling height.

Wall variations include solid brick, solid concrete block, or concrete

block with brick, stone, or tile facings.

-Storc front" variations include various configurations and combinations

of plate glass, structural glass, metal panels, and decorative brick and tile.
The typical structure has a large expanse of glass on its front face.

Roofs are generally flat with "built-up" coverings suportcd by joists or

light trusses.

Second floors, if they exist, are used for store purposes, offices, or

apartment-type residences. Wall openings tend to be smaller than those on

street floors.

This type does not include large "shopping center" buildings or older two-

to four-story, heavy masonry, mixed commercial, office and residential structures

found in older commercial fringes of larger cities.

Failure Definitions

"Store fronts"

Glass holed or shattered; other pdnels substantially displaced.

Side and Rear Walls

Walls shattered or at least 75a collapsed.

Roof

75'. or more of rafters or roof trusses failed; gross displacement of roof

vstem.
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Interior Partitions

Frame--505 or more of covering removed.

asonry--shattered or at least 750 collapsed.

Floor over basement

75. or more of floor joists failed or collapse of floor system amounting

to one-half of basement height for wood joist floors. For reinforced con-
crete floor, failure is defined as any deflection amounting to 1/20 of

longest span.

Composite Structure

The composite structure is defined as the average structure among the various

types included in the reneral description, taking into account variances in age,
orientation, and environment. Failure is defined as damage precluding use for

intended purposes without major reconstruction. Salvage and reconstruction would

be on a brick-b%-brick basis and would probably not be economical in ordinary
times but night be necessary because of a lack of new materials in the recovery

period. Failure includes either one or a combination of the following:

I. Roof collapse or gross displacement.

2. Collapse of walls.
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TIPE 6

Building Description and Failure Defiritions

Building Type

M!ixed tAo- to four-story co~ercial, residential, and office, masonry load-
bearing % ll buildings.

General Description and Variations

This building type includes a mide variety of t-vo- to foir-story masonry

load-bearing mail structures found in the area between th~e dountoun and residen-

tial districts of zarger cities. Typical uses include small stores, profession.al
offices Isuch as physicians, dentists, andi lamyers), an(: apartment-tipe residences.

The stores usuahyv occupy the lo-ner floor, and offices and apartments occupy the
upper floors. The period of construction for this building type is before World
War 11.

This type is cb'racterized by rather narrow frontages, more or less con-
tinuous structures mith occasional service alleys, conn-on -Anlls in sozz eases.
andi flat roofs. The front of the building uosually has fairly large Windom areas.

particularly on the groun~d floor, whileo the sides and rear have only small mindom-
areas. A typical individual size mould be *l-foot frontage by 80-foot depth %ith
12- to 15-foot ceilinu height on the ground floor and x to 10 feet for upper
floors.

tall variations include solid brick, cut or artificial stone, concrete
block, structural clay tile, or concrete block or struictural clay tile %ith

brick or stone fatcinc.

Interior malls are generally masonry: brick, concrete block. or structural
= clay tile, %ith plaster coverinr.

Floors are t-.pieallv mood deckinzg supported on mood bearls and aoss l-

though, in soac instane r, ni:.onry flat-arch floorrs or concrete beam andi slab
floors nmiv be used.

Roofs are generally flat with Wzilt-up' coverings. Construction is sin-I.ar
to that for the llot.rs.

Failure Definition:;

boors and Windows

Wiro ls--rcd ho led, or shattered.
b)Oors--Iblown off hit;ges or panels shattered.
Witdott :.-.! door francs--split, shattered, or substantially removed fron

mAI s.

Fxterior Walls

Wll htro or at least 75'_ collapsed.
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~ Interior Partitions

Shattered or at least 751. collapsed.

Roof

75% or =ore of joists failed: gross displacement of roof svste=.I Floor over Base--ent
75". or more of floor joists failed or collapse of floor system amounting
to one-half of basement height for wood joist floors. Collapse of floor
for masonry flat-arch floors. For reinforced concrete floor, failu~re is
defined as any deflection amounting to 1/20 of longest span.

Cozposite Structure

The composite structure is '%fined as the average structure among the various
types included in the general description, taking into account variances in age.
ortentation, and environment. Failure is defined as da~ge ?recluding use for
intended purposes without najor reconstruction. Salvage and reconstruction

would be on a brick-by-brick basis and would probably not be econo=nical in ordi.-

nary times irut night be necessary because of a lack of new nateriazLS in the re-

covery period. Failure includes either one or a combination of the following:

1. Roof collapse or gross displacement.

2. Collapse of %alls.
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TYPE 7

Building Description and Failure Definitions

Building Type

Multistory, steel frame apartment building, four to ten stories. Light
and heavy wall covering variations.

General Description and Variations

This building type includes all four- to ten-story apartment buildings,
dormitories, and hotels of steel fra-me construction. The elevator and stair-
well core, generally of reinforced concrete or =asonry construction, is assumed
to help carry the vertical and lateral load.

The primary period of steel frame construction in ultistory apartment
buildings is before World War II, with reinforced concrete frame construction
coming into prevalence since that time.

A typic.al layout consists of a roon-corridor-roon type of arrangement.
Column spacing is generally about 20 feet in the long direction, while in the
short direction spacing depends on the length of the building.

Exterior wall variations include both light znd heavy coverings. Light
wall coverings consist primarily of alu-in= or steel panels. Heavy wall cover-
ings include masonry curtain or panel walls, with or without veneer. These may
be constructed with or without a cavity. Precast concrete elements are gaining

in popularity.

Interior partitions are primrily 11) wood or steel studs with plaster or
gypsum wal.board. 2 zypsm block, and -3) clay tile or concrete block with
plaster.

Floor construction includes '1- open web joists with steel decking and a
thin 2- to 3-inches thick! concrete covering and '21 reinforced concrete slabs
with or without support beams.

Roofs are flat with -built-up- coverings, usually of the same type of co..-
struction as the floors.

Failure Definitions

Glass Door- and Windows

Cracked, holed, or shattered.

Exterior Wails

At least 7S of wall blovn out or collapsed.

Interior Partitions

Fra2e--50r or --ore of covering re-ved.
Masonry--collapsed or at least 75 blo-wn ot.
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Roof

Failure is defined as any deflection amounting to 1/20 of longest span.

Floor over Basezent

Failure is defined as any deflection ao'anting to 1V20 of longest span.

Structural Fr2 M-e

Severe distortion of the frane, with floor-to-floor dsplacements amountin

to 1/20 of the story height. Collapse of the frane is 4---inent.

Vertical Core

Severe cracking and distortion of 'alls. Collapse is innnent.

Coposite Structure

The conposite structure is defined as the average structure anong the

various types included in the general detcription, taking into account vari-

ances in age, orientation, and environnent. Failure is defined as danmce pre-
cluding use for intended purposes without -ajor reconstruction. Salvage and

reconstruction would probably not be econo=ical in ordinary tines. but might

be necessary because of a lack of net nterials in the rvcovery period.

Because of differences in the resulting load on the fIra-e, two categories

of cmposite structure are defined:

1. Steel f ame with light tAll corveritgs.

2. Steel fra e with heavy wall coverings.

Failure in either of these categories is defined as the occurrence of any or

combinationis of the follow-ing:

1. All exterior walls and interior partitio.s bWoan out.

2. Severe distortion or collapse of the frae.n.

3. Severe crackint and distortion of vertical core wals.

It is expected that failure of the light wall conosite structure will be
controlled by the first of the above criteria 4 , while failure of the heavr wall

conposite structure will be controlled by the last two criteria.
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TYPE 8

BUILDING DESCRIPTION AND FAILURE DEFINITIONS

Building Type

Multistory, reinforced concrete frame apartment building, four to ten

stories. Light and heav. wall covering variations.

General Description and Variations

This building type includes all four- to ten-story apartment buildings, dor-

mitories, znd hotels of reinforced concrete frame construction. The elevator

and stairwell core, generally of reinforced concrete or masonry construction, is

assumed to help carr-; the vertical and lateral load.

Although some reinforced concrete fraae apartment buil-lings were constructed

before World War II, the primary period of this type of construction has been

since that time.

Typical layout consists of a room-corridor-room type of arrangement. Spans

may vary from 18 to 36 feet.

Exterior wall variations include both light and heavy coverings. Light Uall

coveri ig consist primarily of aluminum oi steel panels. Heavy wall coverings
incluie: (1) masonry curtain or panel walls with or without veneer and with or

%ithout a cavity, (2) precast concrete panels, and (3) reit.forceJ concrete bearing

walls.

Interior partitions include: (1) pl.:.ter or gypsum wallboard on Uood or metal

stuets, (2) gypsum block, and (3) clay tix- or concrete block with plaster. Re-

inlcreed concrete bearing walls may also serve as partilions.

Floor construction for spans up to 26 feet is primarily flat plate for the
period after World War II. For longer spans and for construction before r-orld

Var 11, slab xith beam and girder framing is prevalent. Variations of these
systems include lift slabs, precast planks and channels, and "Aaffle" slabs. Mny

of the earlier waffle slabs are forimed itl structural clay tile, whiz'h is left

in place, ,ecoming the ceiling surface.

Roofs are flat ith "built-up" coverings, usually of the same type of con-

struction as the floors.

Failure Definitions

Doors and V indows

Window glass--cracked, holed, or shattered.

_)oors--bloun off hinges or panels ;hattered.

Witdo'w and .oor franes--split, sh.tltered, or subsliantiallv removed from .alls.

Exterior Walls

Walls si,attered or at least 7 5 ' collapsed.
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Interior Partitions

Frame--50% or more of covering removed.

Nasonry--shattered or at least 75% collapsed.

Roof

Failure is defined as any deflection amounting to 1/20 of longest span.

Floor Over 9asement

Failure is defined as any deflection amounting to 1/20 of longest span.

Structural Frame

Severe distortion of the frame, with floor-to-floor deflections amounting

to 1/20 of the story height. Collapse of the frame is imminent.

Vertical Core

Severe cracking and distortion of %alls. Collapse is imminent.

Composite Structure

The composite structure is defined as the average structure among the

various types included in the general description, taking into account variances

in age, orientation, and environment. Failure is defined as damage precluding

use for intended purposes uithout major reconstruction. Salvage and reconstruc-
tion %ould probably not be economical in ordinary times but might be necessary

because of a lack of neu materials in the recovery period.

Because of differences in the resulting load on the frame, tuo categories

of composite structure are required:

1. Reinforced concrete frame aith light wall coverings.

2. Reinforced concrete frame with heavy wall coverings.

Failure in each of these categories includes any or combinations of the fol-

lowing:

1. All exterior walls and interior partitions blown out.

2. Severe distortion or collapse of the frame.

3. Severe cracking and distortion of vertical core walls.
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ITPE 9

Builaing Description and Failure Dafinitions

Building Type

Multistory, steel frame office and institutional buildings, four to ten

stories. Light and heavy wall covering variations.

General Des-ription and Variations

This building type includes all four- to ten-story office and institutional

buildings of steel frame construction. Institutional uses include schools and

hospitals. %he frame is generally of fireproof construction, with masonry, con-

crete, or more recently, sprayed asbestos plaster being used as the fire proofing

medium. The elevator and stairwell core, generally of reinforced concrete or

masonry construction, is assumed to help carry the vertical and lateral load.

Interior layouts are varied with muc:h more open space than in residential

structures.

Exterior wall variations in, 'ide both light and heavy %all coverings. Light

wall coverings L..±:t primarily of metal panels or curtain walls, often contain-

ing large window areas. Heavy wall coverings consist primarily of masonry cur-

tain or panel walls with brick or stone veneer, constructed with or without a

cavity. Precast concrete wall and uindow units are becoming popular. The height

of the first floor is generally greater than that of the upper stories, and the
walls often consist of large areas of glass.

Interior partitions are generally of light construction, consisting of:
(I) plaster or gypsum wallboard on wood or steel studs, (2) gypsum block, (3)
metal or %ood movable partitions. and (4) clay tile or concrete block witi plas-
ter.

Floor construction includes: (I) open web joists with steel decking and

con-rete covering and (2) reinforced concrete slabs uith or withoul support
beams. Suspended ceilings are generally used in conjunction with these systems

to provide a flat ceiling and to hide lighting and ventilation systems.

Roofs are flat with "built-up' coverings and are usually the same type of

construction as the floors.

Failure Definitions

Glass Doors and Windows

Cracked, holed, or shattered.

Exterior Walls

At least 75' of wall blown out or collapsed.

Interior Partitions

Franc--5qO or more of coverina removed.
Masonry-collapsed or at least 75' blown out.
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Roof

Failure is defined as any deflection amounting to 1 '20 of longest span.

Floor over Basem-ent

Failure is defined as any dtflection amounting to 1'20 of longest span.

Structural Frame

Severe distortion of the frame, with floor-to-floor displacements amounting

to 1 20 of the story height. Collapse of the frane is imminent.

Vertical Core

:-acking and distortion of ,nals. Collapse is iminent.

Coop 3i't "ructure

I.-, composite structure is defined as thc, .:verage structure a=ong the various
types included in the general description, taking into account variances in age.

orientation and environment. Failure is defined as dam-age prceluding use for in-
tended purposes aithout major reconstruction. Salvage and reconstruction aould

probably not bt-e economical in ordinary tines, but might be necessary because of

a lack of ne% mate. ials in the recotery period.

Because of diflerences in the resulting load on the frane. two categoritts of

co=posite structure are defined:

1. Steel frame !it! light uall coverings.

2. Steel frame w-th heavy wait coverings.

Failure in tither of these categories is defined as The occurrence of any or
combinations of the folloing:

1. All exterior wails and interior partitions blioxn out.

2. Severe distortIon or collaps o: the frame_.

3. Severe cracking and di.stortion of vertical core walls.

!t is expected that failure of the lgh-t wall co-poste stricture will be ct)fl
trolled by tht- first of thc above cr-ttria. "ehile failure of the heavy Uali

cozpos te s~ructure il be controlled by the last tIo criteria.
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T PE 10

Building Description and Failure Definitions

Building Type

Muitistory, reinforced concrete frame office and institutional buildings,

four to ten stories. Light and heavy uall covering variations.

General Description and Variations

T nis building type includes all four- to ten-story office aC institutional
buildings of reinforced concrete frame construction. Institutional uses include

hospitals and schools. The elevator and stairwell core, generally of reinforced

concrete or masonry construction, is assumed to carry part of the vertical and

lateral load.

Interior layouts are varied with much more open space than in residential

structures.

Exterior %all variations include both light and heavy wall coverings. Light

wall coverings consist primarily of metal panels or curtain walls often containing

large window areas. Heavy wall coveringi include: (1) masonry curtain and panel

walls, with and without masonry veneer and with and without a cavity; (2) precast

concrete panels: and (3) reinforced concrete curtain or bearing walls. The height

of the first story is generally greater than that of the upper stories, with the

walls often containing large areas of glass.

Interior partitions include: i1) plaster or gypsur wallboard on wood or

metal studs, (2) gypsum block, f.3) movable %-.od or metal partitions, and (4)

clay tile or concrete block with plaster.

Floor construction is reinforced concrete of one of the following types:

(1) flat plate. -"' on-way Joists. (3) two-war grids or "waffle slabs," (14
lift slabs, and '5 precast slabs. Suspended ceilings are generally used in

conjunction with these systems to provide a flat ceiling.

Roofs are flat with *'built-up'" coverings, usually of the same type of con-

struction as the floors.

Failure Definitions

Doors and Windows

Windox glas---cracked, holed, or shattered.

"oors--blown off hinges or panels shattered.

Window and door frames--split, shattered, or substantially rc=oved from walls.

Exterior 'alls

Walls shattered or at least 7-- collapsed.

inter-ior Partitions

rame--50. or n-ore of covering re--oved.
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Masonry--shattered or at least 755 collapsed.

Roof

Failure is defined as any deflection amounting to 1/20 of longest span.

Floor over Basement

Failure is defined as any deflection amounting to 1o120 of longest span.

Structural Frame

Severe distortion of the frame, with floor-to-floor deflections amounting

to 1/20 of the story height. Collapse of the frame is imminent.

Vertical Core

Severe cracking and distortion of ualls. Collapse is imminent.

Composite Structure

The co=posite structure is defined as the average structure ancng the various

types included in the general description, taking into account variances in age,

orientation and environment. Failure is defined as damage precluding use for

intended purposes without major reconstruction. Salvage and rcconstruction would

probably not be economical in ordinary tines but n-ight be necessary because of a

lack of new materials in the recovery period.

Becausqe of differences in the resulting load on the frame, two categories of

composite structure are required:

1. Reinforced concrete frame with light tall coverings.

2. Reinforced concrete frame with heavy wall coverings.

Failure in each of these categories includes any or co-binations of the following:

1. All exterior walls and interior partitions blown out.

.. Severe distortion or collapse of the frame.

3. Severe crackinz and distortion of vertical core uils.

It is expectc4 that failure of the light wall co=mposite structure will be

controlled by the first of the above criteria. -ile failure of the hean-v wall

co-posite structure will be controlled by the last two criteria.
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TY-PE 11I

Building Description and Failure Definitions

Building Type

Tall steel frame office buildings, more than ten stories. Light and heavY
w-all covering variations.

General Description and Variations

This building type includes all steel frame office buildings of more than
ten stories. These are generally found only in the downtown areas of large
cities. The franc is of fireproof construction, w-ith masonxy, concrete, and,

more recently, sprayed asbestos plaster being used as the fireproof ing mediumn.
The elevator and stairwell core, generally of reinfo-ced concrete, is assumed
to help carry the vertical and lateral load.

Interior layouts are varied '.ith relatively large open spaces.

Because of the height of the building, exterior walls are usually of light-
weight construction, such as aluminum or stainless steel panels or curtain walls-

Large window areas are usually prevalent. In so-me cases, relatively heavy cover-

ings, prin-arily masonry or precast concrete units. may be used-

Interior partitions are also generally of liightseight construction, in-
ciuding: (I) plaster of gypsu= wallboard on steel studs, (2)1 gypsun block,
and -,3) metal or wood movable partitions.

Floor construction includes-. -l open web Joists with steel decking and a
lightweight concrete co-zfring_ and -2- reinforced concrete slabs, with or without
support beams. Suspended ceilinzs are generally Ssed_ to provide a- flat ceiling
and to hide lighting and ventilation system.

Ro-fs are flat with "built-up- coverings and are usua!ly of the same t:;-PC
of construction as the floors.

Failure Definitions

Glass sJoors and Windows

Cracked, holed, or shattered.

r"xterior valls

At least 75-. of wall blow-n out o- collapsed.

Interior Partitions

FramnL-50 or more of coverinz removed.
klasonrY--collapsed or at least 757 blown out.

Poof

Failure is definedi as anv deflection anountxic t.- 1 20 of longest span.
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Floor over Basement

Failure is defined as any deflection amounting to 1/20 of longest span.

Structural Frame

Severe distortion of the frame, with floor-to-floor displacerents amounting

to 1120 of the story height. Callapse of the frame is imminent.

Vertical Core

Severe cracking and distortion of walls. Collapse is irinent.

Composite Structure

The composite structure is defined as the average structure among the

various types included in the general description, taking into account variances

in age, orientation and environment. failure is defined as damage precluding
use for intended purposes without mjor reconstruction. Salvage and reconstruc-

tion would prbably not be economical in ordinary tines, but night be necessary

because of a lact of new materials in the recovery period.

Because of differences in the resulting load on the frame, t-o categories

of composite structure are defined:

1. Steel frame with light wall coverings.

2. Steel frm-e with heavy wall coverings.

Failure in either of these catecories is defined as the occurrence of any or com-

binations of the following:

1. All exterior walls and interior partitions blown out.

2. Severe distortion or collapse of the fra.e

3. Severe crackinz and distortion of vertical core walls.

It is expected that failure of the light .al composite structure will be con-

trolled by the first of the above criteria, while failure of the heavy wall co--

posite structure will be controlled by the last two criteria-
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fIE 12

Building Description and Failure Definitions

Buniding Tvtpe

Tall reinforced concrete frame office buildings, nore than ten stories.
Light and heary %all covering variations.

General Description and Variat"cns

This building type includes all reinforced -ncrete f.-e office buildings

of sore than ten stories. These are generally found only in the downtown areaS

of targe cities. The elevator and stairiell co re, g-neraiy of reinforced con-

crete, is assu--ed to help carry the vertical and lateral load.

Interior layouts are varied z-th relatively large tpen sn.aces.

Exterivr mal covermags include both lirht and hevcy coverings. Light tall

coverings consist priaril- of -etal panels or cufnin tails ofteu containing
large windot areas. Pevy mal coverings include: - I zsonrv c-r:ain or panel

talls, sith or without veneer an.d 'ith or tithot a cavity: 12 precast concrete

panels; and (3) reinforcecd concrete curtain or bevring wnlls. The height of

the fir.t story is generally greater than that of the uipper stories, with the

alls often consisting of large areas of glass.

Interior partitions include: -11 plaster or gy:p- wallboard on wood or

tzetal studs, f2' gvpun block, -3 novable wood or metal partitions, and 41

clay tile or concrete block with Plaster.

Flor construction is gene-ral ly reinforct-d concrete of one of the follomminc

types: I flat plate, 2" one-way Joists. W Ito-tar grids or 'affle- slabs,

and f4- precast slabs- Co=posite steel and concrete slabs -v also be used.

Susn~ended ceilings are rnrlyused in con-junction -zith these svstens-.

Roofs are flat -ith "bruit-up coverings. usually of the san type of con-
str ctinn as the floors.

Failure Vlfniti-ond

Doors and mds

indow~ glnss--cracked, holed, er shattere1.

fDoors--blown off hinges or panels shattered.
in-ow and door fraes--split, shattered, or -ubstantially re-oved free
- Is.

Exterior rails

ralls shatter-d or at least 7- col Iansed..

Inlterzor Part itions

or Meol of covet mar reroved.
Msonrv--that ¢--ed or at !east -Th. coliapse .
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Roof

Failure is defined as any deflection amounting to 1/20 of longest span.

Floor over Bi.sement

Fnilure is defined as any deflection amounting to 1/20 of longest span.

Structural Frame

Severe distortion of the frame, with floor-to-floor deflections amounting

to 1/20 -f the story height. Collapse of the frame is imminent.

Ve, c.:-

tig and distortion of walls. Collapse is imminent.

Composite Structure

Tie conposite structure is defined as the average structure among the various

types included in the general description, laking into account variances in age,

orientation, and environment. Failure is (.efined as damage precluding use I-r

intended purposes %itbout major reconstructicn. Salvage and reconstruction %ould
probably not be economical in ordinary times but might be - cessary because of

a lack of neu materials in the recovery period.

Because of differences in the resulting load on the frame, two categories

of composite str-ucture are required:

1. Reinforced concrete frame ritu light lall coverings.

2. Reinforced concrete frame with heavy wall coverings.

Failure in each of these categories includes any cr combinationr of the following:

1. All exterior ualls and interior parLitions blovn out.

2. Severe distortion or :ollapse of the fraime.

3. Severe crackiTg and distortion of vertical core &alls.

It is expected that failure of the light wall composite structure will be

contolled by the Iirst of the abovc criteria, while failure of the heavy wail

composite structure will be concrol]ed by thc last two criteria.
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YiYPE 13

__________ Building Description and Failure Definitions

Bui-ld-ing Type

One-story masonry, load-bearing wall school and institutional buildings.

General Description and Variations
This building type includes all one-story nmasonr,, load-bearing wall schools

and institutional buildings, such as hospitals and rest hones. Construction of
this building type has been primarily since World War II, with the large bulk
of schools constructed during this period falling in this category. Exceptions

to this might be schools built in congested areas of large cities, wi-ere shortage
of space may make constricticrn of one-story structures impractical.

Typical layouts include both single and double rows of classrooms, with or
without a corridor. Typical room sizes are 30 by 35 feet, with 10-foot ceilings.

Large window areas are usually prevalent at least on one side of the'_ cla.-srnoi.

Exterior wall variat ions include: 11) solid brick, 12' brick facing on
concrete block, '3.1 brick facing on structural clay tile, and k.i1 stucco on noocl
frame. Pilasters are often used at points where the roof framing bears on thle
exterior walls. These also provide lateral support for the walls.

Interior partitions include: (1)1 stud frame with gyp~sumn board cr plaster
covering and (") concrete block or structural clay tilr with Plaster covering.

Rtoofs are generally relatively flat, and consist of a concrete, gypsum plan],
or aood dlecking supported on concrete steel, or wood beans c r steel joists cor

light trusses. Roof covering is generally of the "bu21t-up" type.

Schools dlesigned for earthquake or hurricane forces ar. not included in this
building type. These struct ires, which are of similar construction but are p~rev-
alent only in certain areas of [the courtry, are more resistint. Also not included
are auditoriums or _, mnasiums that ny be adacn to the above schools.

F 'ilure Definitions

Doors and Windoxs

ind.!~ou glass--cracked, holed, or sha ttered.

lDoors--blosnl off hinges or shattered.
3!1do a(l door francs--substantial ly removed1 from --aI s.

= Fxterior Walls

At least 75: of wall col lapsedl.

Interior Partitionis

Frane-35O' or morc of covering removed.
Masonry--co Iiapsed or at least 75' blow-n out.
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Roof

Failure is defined as any deflection amounting to 1/20 of longest span.

Composite Structure

The composite structure is defined as the average structure among the various

types included in the general description, taking into account variances in age,

orientation, and environment. Failure is defined as damage precluding use for

intended purposes without major reconstruction. Salvage and reconstruction

would be on a brick-by-brick basis and would probably not b economical in

ordinary times but might be necessary because of a lack of new materials in

the recovery period. Failure includes either one or a combination of the lllow-

ing:

1. Roof collapse or gross displacement.

2. Collapse of the walls.
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T YPE 14

Building- Description and Failure Definitions

Ehiilding Type!

M~onumental masonry buildings, t-Ao to five stories, with and without frames.

General Descript ion

This building ty:pe includus thle large -tariey of monumental buildings, such

as courthouses, goternment buildings, and banks. They are of I-A., 'to five stories,

and zt-neral lv were constIructed liefore World War II.

This t vpi is t-ha racit-rized by very thick masonirv loaa-bearing walls. A

frazze, the exterior column, of wAhich are often imbe-dded in the exterior walls,

may also be prcsernt. Floors slnd interior -l~ls are similirly of massive con-

st ruct ion. Ofter the buildings are ornate in a ppea ranlce.

Exterior wall variation include: (1) brick, (2) varieties of stone, (3)

It stone facing on brick, (4) reinfored concrete, ain, (5) artificial stone.

Interior walls are getnerally or const ruction, simi lar to that of exteriojr

wals, although thev are- not often as thick.

Types of floor constr-uction. vary iev Variations include brick ant'

terr cotta, riat-arch floors with concrete fill ind- con~crete Slabs on reinforced

conc ret e or -;t!eel bvam g-irders.

Roofs =1y hve (ither flat or sloped. Flat roofs are generallt- of construct ion

sintlar to t'.;:1 of thle floors. Slope'i roofs generally cornsis- of a wood, -teed,

or- concrete deCCking "uppo-rted 1)v wood or steel t russes. In some instzlnces, done:-

nwde Of %ood, concrete, tilre, or steel : .av also ".w present.

Siructural araes, Olt-r used in conjuncti~on with thle lo d-bearinv: vklls

ais Ineirsupinorts for r"he floters .ind roof. Ti'cse- consist of wrought iron and

ca't ron ;11:!- many of the biui lding< conlstruleted lbefot e 1900, with steel

n~ ni~r ge.-ailvused in thle re-nain'ie: of the hlidings. Ext. nior columnn a.-e

genefral! mbedd-h-i ill the exlterior ma-onrv walsthi the int erior colu=-ns file-

pron)fed w iltl. no r('01!V11 le X.

Doors n,:d Windows

Wi unow 01.1--crac-e' h~oled, :r 'hattered.

Do i ne or shalter'-d.

Wndo- ;.-Ad w-oar res-utaillvremovedl Iron -walls.
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Exterior Walls

At least 75% of -wall c~ilavsed.

Interior Partitions

Collapsed or at least 75% blown out.

Roof

Flat--failure is defined as any deflection amounting to 1/20 of longest

span.

Sloped--750,e or more of roof trusses failed; gross displacement of roof

5 vs tem.

Floor over Basement

Failure is defined as any deflection amounting to 1120 of the longest span.

Structural Frame

Severe distortion of the fram-, with floor-to-floor displacements amounting

to 1/20 of the story height. Collapse of the fra-e is i~minent.

Composite Structure

The composite structure is defined as the average structure among the

various types included in the general description, taking into account variances4

in age. orientation, .n nirnet Failure is defint:4a damage precluding
use for intended purposes wi.thout major reconstruction. Salvage and reconstrue-

tion wo~uld probably not be economical because of outmoded tyeof constr-iction.

Failure includes 3nv or combinations of the following:

1. floof collapse or gross tisplacem-ent.

2. collapse or exterior walls.

3. Severe distort ioz or collapse of the frame.
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use for intended purposes without major reconstrucliun. Salvage and reconstruc-
tion %ould probably not be econo=ical in ordinary times, but night be necessary

because of a lack of nez -aterials in the recover% period. Failure includes

either one or a combination of the follosing:

1. Roof collapse or gross displacement.

2. Collapse of the salls.
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TYPE 16

Building Description and Failure Definitions

Building Type

Light steel frame industrial-type buildings, one-storr.

General Description and Variations

This building type includes the large variety of small to nedi-- size, one-
story industrial type of buildings of light steel fra=e construction. Typical

uses include light industry, repair shops. warehouses, and some types of retail
stores.

This type is characterized by long spans, up to approximately 40 feet. and

tall story heights, up to about 30 feet. Comn among this type is the "'package"

building prefabricated to modular sizes.

Extrior walls are generaily of lightweight construction, consisting of

corrugated steel, corrugated asbestos, or aluninum sheet panels attached to
steel girts spanning betteen exterior coltumns. In some cases, brick cr stone

facing may also be used.

Roofs are generally sloped with corrugated --et-al or asbestos deckin- attached

to purlins spanning between trusses or rafters. Variations in roof shapes include

sawtooth roofs and the use of --onitors, prinarily to provide ventilation and light-

ing.

The steel framing is gencrally of the truss-on-column type, altbiugh more

recently, rigid frame construction has been gaining popularity.

Partitions are Cenerally not used, except in some cases to provide a s=a1l

area for olffices.

This type does not include industrial buildings with cranes, which are in-

ciuded in one-story. neav-y steel frae industrial buildings. It also does not

include the self-framin_ buildings. uhich are generally less resistant, but are

not prevalent.

Failure Dellnit ions

Windows

Window glass-cracked, holed, or shaterA.

bindo fr-"es--substantiallv rc-.,ved from nlis,

tAterzor halls

Panels disen=aed frcm: fa-steners: at least 75 of tall covering blown off.

Roof Coy-r ing

Panels d!sc nzaged Imm fastvenrs: a- i-ast 75 o= -oof covering blown off.
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[ Structural Frame

Severe distortion of the franc, with lateral displaene--nts of the roof on

the order of 1/10 of the story height. Collapse of the frase is i~minent.

Failure is generally a function of the column strength, with the roof fran-

ing experiencing only =inor danage until collapse occurs.I Composite structure

1ihc couposite structure is defined as the average structure among the various

types of buildings included in the general description, taking into account v.ari-
ances in age, orientation, and environ=ent. Failure is defined as danage preclud-
ing use for intended purposes without najor reconstruction. Salvage and recon-
struct ion would probably not be vconcaical in ordinzry tizes, but n-ighz be neces-
sary because of a lack of new naterials in the recovery period. Because of the

= rel'atively large distinction between failure of the wall and roof coverings and
the strutctural franc,. failure of the couposite structure is taken as being synoziy-
n- us with failure of the structural franc.
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TYP E i7

Building Description and Failure Definitions

Building Type
Heavy steel fra=c industrial-type buildings, one story.

GeLeral Description and Variations

This building type includes aI - one-story, heary steel fra-e irnustrial

buildings with up to IO-ion cr---e capacity and also all largc rultlbay, muii-

span., one-story, heavy steel Ira-r .ndustrial buildings with-o-ut cranes. These

buildings are pria--rily used in heavy nanufacturing and are principally located

in industrial areas of larger cities.

Ts type is characterized by one or more bays, each -ith one or =ore spans
typically 40 feet in length, an d by tzll story heights, up tz about 60 feet.

Included a-oag this type are the heavy fred package structure. prefabriceted

=odular units, several of which a- be combined in a single structure.

Exterior -Ils are generally of light-weicht construction, corsisting -if
corrugated steel. corrugated asbestos., ;r al-cinu- sheet panels attached to

steel irts spanning betuen exterior colun-s. Jn sore cases. brick or stone
facing -ay also be used.

Roofs are gererally sloped with corrugated --eval or asbestos decking at-
tached to purlins san-ning between trurses or refters. Vriations in roof shapes
include sawtooth rofs and the use of =*nitors. pri=arilY :o pro;ide ventilation-~and liringId.

The steel fra-ing is generally of the tr.--ss-onr-coln type. although nore

recently, rigid fr-are constructi- has been gaining popul ar-ity. Colutm-s -re

used to support cr=ne rails and are thcrefore very heavy.

Failure Definitions

Xi ntdors

Irindow clas--cracked, holed, or shattered.

rXindo ae--ustnial renowed fe-ra 1alls .

Exterior !I.ls

Paesdise:-cced from fasctenePrs; at lk-as t 7 of -all- covering b-lof:0(.

Roof Cover -::

Panelt disengage-zd fron fa2nes t leasct 7S5- of -oof coveringr blown off-

Stuctur-l Frac

Severe istortzon of the franc, with Iztera-I displa.ements of the roof

onr. n order of i 10 of the storyr heicht. Collapse of the fr-e is

laeent. Failure Is , a function nf t -e L-fl strength, wIth
the rco f rarngexerenin oI nun-or dan--c untul- collapse ofzI r-.
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Composite Structure

The composite structure is defined as the average structure among the
various types of buildings included in the general description, taking into
account variances in age, orientation, and environment. Failure is defined
as damage precluding use for intended purposes without major rezonstruction.
Salvage and reconstruction would probably not be economical in ordinary times,
but might be necessary because of a lack of new materials in the recovery period.
Because of the relatively large distinction between failure of the wall and roof
coverings and the structural frame, failure of the composite structure is taken

as being synonymous with failure of the structural frame.
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Appendix B

PROGR.AM FM ESTIZATIJ'- CL-kVLAT!VE PRORLM.ITY OF

FAILU R AS A F*LCTIOCA OF AN AIR BL'-ST PA.R.X-1-S-

BETA

100 RE**.*.*..*.*4.........&s.......e.....*..** t * t *..*e.*****

102 REM
104 RE, BETA -- PROGRAM FOR ESTIMATING CULr.LAT!Vz_ PR ARILITY
106 R EM OF FAILURE VALUES USI1IJ THE P.'TA PROBABILITY
108 RE"M DISTRIBUTION FU'CTI3N (T = 9)
I10 RE
112 REM PROGRA,ED RY JAMES L. BOCCH3LT
114 RE" I
116 REM JULY 1971
118 REM
120 REM THIS PR3GRAM IS BA-E D 04 THE PROCEDURE GIVEI
122 R-D04 I4 SECTIOM III FOP ESTIMATING TAE PARA-METERS
124 REK OF THE BETA DISTRIBUTIO F.NCTIZU AND CALCU-
126 RE" LATIVG THE CORRESPONDINiG CUdLATIVE PR;BABILITY
128 REM OF FAILURE VALUES. LEAST-SQUARES POLYNOMIALS
130 REM WERE DETERMINED F3R THE CUhVES IN FICURES 3 AID
132 REM 4 USING STANDARD REGRESSIG'i ANALYSIS PROGRAMS.
134 REM IN ADDITI3.N A ROUTINE WAS DEVELOPED T8 PLOT THE
136 REM CUMULATIVE PROBABILITY OF FAILURE VALUES VERSUS
138 REM THE AIR BLAST PARAMETER.

140 REM
142 REM THiS PRqGR4M IS kRITTE IN A4 ADVANCED VERSION
144 REM 3F "'ASIC" TImE-SHARIN4G LANUA(ZE. IT HAS PEFN!
146 REM CHEC-CED AS TH3R3Ur4HLY AS PaSSIBLE. PUT THE UISER
148 R Em ASSL,4ES RESP-iNSTIILITY FOR ANY RES-ULTS 3 TAIMrED.
150 REM

154 RE-"
1S DIM YEIO0).T- 253

1S REM INPUT ESTIMATED FAILURE VA.UES
160 PRINT LIN(II)INPT M3ST LIKELY VALLU. OF FAILURE";
162 INPUT Y2
364 PRINT "IN PUT LaWEST REASONABLE VALUE (10%) OF FAILURE"1
166 INPUT YI
168 PRI4T "INPUT HICHEST REASONABLE VALUE (901) OF FAILURE-"
170 INPUT Y3
172 REM
174 REM CALCULATE VALUES OF R (USING LEAST-SQUAPES POLY40MIAL
176 RE" OF CURVE IN FIGURE 3)
178 Ri=Y3-YI
180 R2=(Y2-Yj)/RI
182 IF R22.I5 THEN 188
184 R3=R2
IR6 GOT3 190
IR8 R3=1-R2
190 R0=-1.2323+.719704R3!11.9325*R3t2-4.60697.R3?3
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192 IF R23--5 THENJ 198

=196 OTO 200
19S R--5-Re
200 CI=2.33*RIq

202 YO=Y2-.388*(R-1 )*RI
204 REM4
206 REM CALCULATE CLP4EULATIVE PRZBABILI TY OF FAILURE VALUES
208 RVM (USINIG LEAST-SQOUARES Pe3LY*4-'MIALS OF CURVES IN Fl '?JE )

210 'rt 10=y0+C1*(- *045705.4. A6238E-02*R49.06293E-03*R*R)
212 YC 20=Y0+C1*(:5:91302E-:02:7:73782E:02*R+620046E-03*R*R)

26y(40].=YO4C*(-5.44237-0^2,.1l963*R+1.97669E-03*R*R)
218 YC503=Y0+C1*(-4.26911E-02.. 135673*;R)
220 R4=8-R

222 Y(60J=YO.eCI*C1-C-5.44237E-02.1 9168.R441.97669E-03OR4*P4))
224 YC 70)=YO.C*IC-(-83442E-02.9.90383E-02R4+4.1724-0WI@A*.4))I
226 Yr 03=YO+Cl*(1- (-5.91 3C2E-02+ 7.73792E-02*R.& 6.20046=--03sDA-;.43]w
22S yC90) =yoaCI*C -C- .045705.4. 4623 E-02>*R4.9.062>9E-03.R4;4.))
230 Y[(1003Y0*CI

234 of" OUTPUT BETA DISThIbUTISO4 FUNCTIONE PARAMETERS AMD
236 REMd TABL.E OF CUMEULATIVE PROBABILITY OF FAILURE VALUES
238 PRINT LIM(2)-BETA PROBABILITY DJISTRIBU'TION FtUNCTI34 AVLY!SS
240 PRINT-----------------------------------------------------
242 PRINT USING 2601Y0
244 PRINT USING 2622R*Y1IOOJ
246 PRINT LIN(2)P"PROBABILITY OF FAILURE AIR BLAST PARAM~ETE-

249 PRINT SPA9),CZ?'.SPAC21)*"(PSI )"

252 PRIMT USING 26430.YO
254 F3R 110C TO 100 STEP 10
256 PRIVT USING 26A51,~t(1
2S8 NEXT 1I9
260 IN A GE AX,'T " . 8.L REDPI'VT =.*DDD.D!D
262 IM4AGE 4X**. =,jDD.DD*6Xv-l,7ER E'D P31VT =".DD.DDM
264 ICAGE SX.v40. 21 X* DD.DD
266 REM
268 R&-
270 REM PL3T CU4LULATIVE PPOBARILITY OF FAILURE VALUES VEFS115 0
272 REIF AIR FiLAFT PARAMFTE.R (GSSD FOR Y(1001 28)
274 PRINT LIN(3)
276 F3R 1=1 T3 22 i
278 READ TS113
2S0 N~EXT I
282 DATA 'P.R.* .8.A ~ L.1~ T
28 DATA .' .F ' A I' j.~9t

2-S6 ZS="."

288 REP



=290 REM! GAULATE I!JTERNEDI"ATE VALUES 3F CUSSMATIVE
292 REPI PRGBABILITY 3F FAILURE USING SECGBNO-9RDER

= 294 RDI INdTERPOLATION FaRMIJ..A
296 F1~yt103-yo
298 F2:aYt201-2*YE 101 -YO
300 YE SJ=YO.SFI-. 12!5*F2
12 FOR J=10 TO 40 STEP 10
304 F1=Y(Jeioi-yrji
306 F2=-YEJf203 -2*YrJ+ 03*yLJi
308 YEJ+53=YrJ]+.S*Fi-. 125*F2
310 NEXT J
312 FOR J=50 TO 1C3i STEP 10
314 F=YEJ-101-Y[Jj 

a316 F2=YCJ-20J-2*ycj-10l+YEJ
3

318 YCJ-5)=YEJ3+.5.Fi. 125.F2
320 NEXT J
322 REM U324 RE14 DETERMINE VALUE OF 3MRIZOt4TAL IN4TERVAL (D1) A-MD U326 REM MWIERICAL INCRC4ENT FOR AXIS LABEL (N-)
328 IF Y[1003'*2 THEN 336

=330 01=.05
332 M= I
334 G875 364
:536 IF YE103v-5 rrfE4 344
335 01=.1
340 14=1
342 GOTS 364U
344 IF YEIM33-11 THE" 3S2m
346 01=.P
348 M1
350 Ga6W 364
352 IF Y[10012,1; THEN 360
354 DI=.25
356 2
358t G878 364
360 Dl-.S
362 14=2
364 MIuN*INT(YE I003zl"I
366 REM
368 REM PLOT VERTICAL AXIS LABO-S AND CW!ILATIVE
370 REM PROBABILITY OF FAILURE VALUES
372 S=O
374 0EV VNGCX~aIjf1(y I/fjj. 5)+1 4
376 FfR 1=10G TO 10 STEP -10
378 Y7=-VCI3
380 S=S.1
382 IF 1=50 THN 388~
384 PRINT TSCSDSJ5TB(B)3,ITABC14:;,,.eA.D .VG.X))JZs
1486 0970 390
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:38 PRI04T TSEESPS31" C2)"3TAB(8),IsTABC14);""JTACFNG(CXI)ZS
390 Y-7rYt1-53
392 Sl

96PRINdT TSS1,]TAS(l4)3Z*STBFGX)Z
398G378 -&08

408 N EX RT IC.2TAC4
410 REX
412 RED PLOT II3RIZONT*&. AXIS LAB~S
414 Y7=YO
416 S=S~I
418 PRINT TSCS.SIJTA810)j-0"xTA9C14')
420 IF F-VG(X)=O THEN 426

22PRINT "C'

438 PRINT ZSl

440 "EX 1=I OMI434 PRINT "
444 ZT 3 4
450 IF~vs I9TE48
442 PRINT 7C.3

446 F21R 1=0 '78 NI STEP N

452 IMAGE *.v 0
454 PFINT USING 4525TABCIM4I'Dll.I

456 GS1Z 460
458 PRINT USING 452; TAB( 14+IzDI)p IT(I/;-)
460 NEXT I
464 IF NI~cRO THEN4 474
466 FOR 1=10 TO NI STEP .14

468 PRINT USING 4521 TAB( I- 3)D.I30*04TCI/l10)I
479 N;EXT I
472 PRINT
474 PRINT
476 PRINT TAC2)"AIR BLAST PARAMETER (PS!)"
478 PPINT LIN(S)
480 STOP
482 END
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INPUT '"ST LIKELY VALUE OF FAILlr?4.0
IIPUJT LDWEST REASONABLE VALUE (101) 3F FAILURE?2.5
INPUT HIGHEST .- E4ASONALE VALUE (90Z) OF FAIL WE?6-5

BETA PRSBA8ILITY DISTRI8UTIO.i FuCTIS YSIf

T = 8.00 LOWER OO-D P 1eT = 0-99

R = 2&54 UPPER END PZI.T = 10.31

PROBABILITY OF FAILURE AIR BLAST PARAMETER
C_) (PSI)

0 0*99to 2- 52
90 3-06

30 30 -0
A0 3-91
so 4-31
60 4. 73

70 .5-.!9

90 6-.47 a

10 10-31

L 4- .

R
a *90

8

1 70
L
1 60 -
T ,

Y 50 -

30 *4
F

F

A 20 *
I
L 10 o

U I

Er 0 1 ;2 3 , S 6 8 i

AIR ]BLAST PARAMETER (PSl) !
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Appendix C

AIR BUAST PAA1METERI CHLARTS FOR S-Mt EXPL(EIOXS'
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uSE OF AIR BLAST PAAPMETR CHARTS=

Exale - 5-Mt Surface Burst
I I

Step 1 - Seikct desired value of pe.k overpressure (pj.

Constr ct horizontal line 0, intersecting peak overpressure

curve. -xple - 5 psia

Step 2 - Construict vertical line ) fren previous inter- i
section, intersecting other parameter curves and distance

scale. Read distance to which the value of peak over-

pressure extends. ExfaF- ple - 4.6 miles)

Step 3 - Fron intersection of vertical line and rek dyna-ic

hpressure curvel const.rct le

and read value of peak d-anic pressure. (E - le - 0. 74 ps I

Step 4 - Fron intersection of vertical line and peak rind j
velocity curve- constr-cct horizon.tal line ) to right scale i
and read value of peak wind velocity. (Example - 160 mh)

Step 5 - Fron intersection of vertical line and positive

phase duration curve, construct horizontal line ) to right
scale and read value cf positive phase duration. -Exazie -

5-4 secs*
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